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Colonial brick sanctuary. Now there are1fifty families living within the shadow of the church who_
cannot . be· enticed to attend the church services.
They would not feel -at home in such fine surroundings.

Personally
.
speaking
. '

Our Lord was }\Ot impressed even by·the beautiful temple in Jerus-alem. You might say that he
could not see the temple for the people. Nothing
can take the place of love for people-whether
they are down-and-outers or up-and-ou.ters.

It takes religion "I guess I just don't have as much religion .as
Amanda Tinkle,'' a deacon said to me recently,
as we were talking about Miss Tinkle and her lifetime labors as a missionary in Africa.

IN. THIS ISSUE:

The thing that brought the deacon to this con\
clusion was seeing some color slides of conditions
CUBAN missionaries-the -Oaudills and Fites
on Miss 'J.1inkle 's field and hearing a report from
-are
back home free, page 8. Dr. Caudill and Rev.
a pastor just b_ack. from there.
·
Fite were released froin the Cuban prison where
What had· really jarred the deacon was hear- they had been held sinee Apr. 8, 1965.
ing about the terrible odor of the peopie on the
.
mission field who live in areas where water is too
MERCER' University, Macon, Ga., has applied
scarce for anything but drinking purposes.
· fQr federal grants to assist in the construction of
three campus buildings, page 14.·
I
•
''I just can't stand to be arouhd people that
MISS Julia Miller, page_15, is new GA Didon't keep themselves clean,'' said the deacon.
reotor
for Arkansas Baptist Stale Convention. ·
''So people like Miss Tinkle that spend' their lives
working among people like that just must ha-ve
MILITARY Chaplaincy, page 16, is a descripmore religion than I have.''
tion of the ~eed for and the life of a chaplain in
Together the deacon and -I pursued this fur- the military ~ervice.
ther.
"THE Cover, page 17.
Physical contamination is one thing; but spiritual contamination is another.
A man may be clean physically ~d welldressed, with folding_ money in his poclfet and at
the same time be a spiritual cesspool of corruption, we agreed. And so inclined is our society to
honor a man on a purely m~te:iial basis that even
gangsters and leaders of the underworld frequently move in respectable circles.
' Eyen our churches, the deacon agreed, are often friendlier and mor~ open to the materially
well-to-do :than to poor people and down-and-outers. And he 'pointed to his own church, which 1s
surrounded now by poor people.
Once this particular church ~as worshiping in
a sort of make-shift, run-down frame building and
was reaching poor people. But then the church
came into greater prosperity and built a lov.el-r,
-"'
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·Editorials
Poor leadership for law observance
The ~pen flaunting of the laws of the state ·by makers alike are to be lawabiding men and womthe very men and women who are supposed to be en of integrity and honor.
paragons of' law and order is a sad commentary
on the state of affairs in Arkansas.
We can respect one who feels different from
the way we feel about the manufacture, sale, and
We refer to the serving of alcoholic beverages consumption of alcoholic beverages. But we can
(mixed drinks) at the Arkansas Legislative ball only deplore the conduct of. those who deliberately
at the Little Rock Country Qlub Thursday night trample under foot the laws of the state, whether
of last week, as reported by the Little Rock press. those ,laws relate to alcohol, to safety on the high. ways, or to some other area of vital concern to
According to an article by George Douthit of the welfare of the people.
the staff of the Arkatnsas Democrat, carried in the
We should like to say to the Governor and to
Friday afternoon (Feb. 14) issue of his paper,
the
members ·of the legislature: 'please show
thre.e liquor bars were in full. operation during the
enough
character (guts, if you prefer) to vote
ball.
your convictions on mixed drinks and all the otpAs we see it, this involves far more than er issues before you, but show the same guta in
whether Arkansas is to be publicly wet or dry. ·abiding by and upholding the laws that are on
The real i~sue is whether or not citizens and law- our bool.rs.

N.C.

Speaking of the Georgetown deacons, Harold
Wahking, moderator of the church, said: "We want
to make sure that everyone understands that this
is not a group of wives of. ordained deacons. These
women are regular deacons as we understand the
term used ·in the New Testament."
W ahking said that the women ''will serve as
'undershephe~ds' of part of the church just like
every --other de{!.con." He said they would visit
the sick, encourage those who need spiritual upli~t; · and assist in other ways.
·
Calling the ladies deacons rather than deaconnesses might conflict w.ith a literal interpretation
of the Scriptures that deal with the qualifications
of 4eacons. "Husband of one wife" will have to
be "wife of one husband,"' will' it notT

Bevo·n d the grave

The bequest is being handled by the Bapti&t
Foundation of Texas.

Neither male nor female
In keeping . with ·the Scriptural assertion that
in Christ there is "neither male nor female,"
Faith Baptist Church, Georgetown, Ky., has or.,
dained two of its women as deacons. Thus Mrs.
Robert Snyder and Mrs. Wallace Williams, both
of Georgetown, become the· first women in the
state of Kentucky to become deacons.
. Recently, Mrs. Douglas M. Branch, widow of
the late executive secretary of the North Carolina
Baptist State Convention, was ordained a deacon
by Greenwood Forest Baptist Church of Gary,

For persoos in Arkansas who wish to have the
Two Texas Baptists, now dead, live on in estates willed to Southwestern Seminary, Ft. Worth. assurance that their estates will go on serving the ·
Lord after they are dead . a,nd gone, the Arkansas
According to a Bapti.s t Press release; the semi- Baptist Foundation, Ed F. McDonald Jr:, execunary will receive up to $223,000 'from estates left tive secretary, 525 West Capitol Ave., Little :Rock,
by Laura Dunlap Sampson and her husband, stands ready to help in the fil~ng of the necessary
legal. papers
W. Emmett Sampson, rancher and oilman.
. ....
FEBRUARY 20, 1969 .
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liouse should prove to be a laudable innovation.
The President and those nE)ar him should have the
privilege of worshipping without themselves becoming the center of attraction. And the President
should not be forced to worship behind a curtain
Everyone who knows personally the efficacy of as President Lincoln ,is reported to have done to
prayer should . be encouraged by the prominent avoid diverting attention, m a historic -down~own
place Pr:esident Nixon is g-iving to prayer in his Presbyterian cht,uch in Washington.
busy schedule. Speaking at the 17th annual President's prayer breakfast recently, Mr. Nixon gave
If it is true, as the Bible-declares, that "the efas one reason of confidence that his administra- fectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availtion can meet the challenges it faces .that "we are et~ much,'' how much more the results when the
sustained and inspired by the prayers of millions pray-ers· run into millions.
of people. ''

P raying President

Prayer is one thing that even we little people
The private worship services the new President has, inaugurateq for Sundays in the White- can d() for t}u~ world situation.
me
They are asking basically theological
questions... Students are saying, sometimes · unconsciously, 'We want more than to learn how to
make a living.' ''
Feeling that the spirih:ial search of America's
young people makes them more receptive than ever
to evangelism, GJ,'aham plans to do more evangelistic work on the campuses,,
The anarchists cannot be allowed to take o'\l'er
and wreck the country. Hq.t overcoming them by
force is a poor solution compared with winning
them to Christ.

Protesting students·
Many student protesters today have a legitimate gripe, said Evangelist Billy Graham recently at the 25th anniversary banquet' of Youth for
Christ International.
' -~ '
"1 know rabblerousers and !J.narGhists have
stirred up some of the trouble," said Dr. Graham,
"but much of what the students say appeals to

The people

speak~~~~~~~~~~~~

Letter to selection committee
for new' executive secretary
Your assignment is a delic.a te and er rumor is that one on t:Pe selection
far-reaching one. I am a bit concerned committee has made it known that he
that there is no female representation i~ available for the post.
·
on the Committee since a sizeable portion of Arkansas Bl.\ptists are women.
It is my prayerful hope that ArkanNeither is there a young person on the sas Baptists will elect a new Secretary
committee. In view of the cascading
h .
'th f
t l'b 1
L d
youth population, it seems to me that w o ~s ne~ er ar-o~ I_era nor an th
h ld ·· mark!an m persuasion. Should we set 1 t
f th
a eas . one o
e you group s ou
lect a man who favored the e:x:pulsion
be servmg-or at least consulted.
·
of the ch urch es a t H ot .sprmgs,
I't I's
t
. but a foregleam of "more to come."
_so much of the future o~ our work This type of man will totally split our
WIII be d~pendent upon the type of l~ad- convention in time as the trend ~s def1
er who IS chosen. Rumors a:re ~lymg. initely away from kicking out churches,
Word has been out that someone m the particularly as it pertains to doctrines
Baptist Building will be selected. Anoth- of the church which are divisive and

lacking in unanimity throughout our
Qonv11ntion.
Le~ Ius find a man, inside Ark'ansas
or out of it, whQ is experienced, a man
of good reputation and record, level
headed, relatively conservative but not
Landmarkian. ·L et him be old enough to
be seasoned and young .enough to have
at least a decade of service before his
retirement.
·

One story making the rounds is that
perhaps a good layman will be selected.
I am heartily in favor of using our laymen, but I seriously question a layman's
ability of understanding fully the hearts
of 1100 pastors. A good layman in an
administrative role under the Secret ary would be exc~Ilent. I hope other interested .Baptists will submit ideas and
share with the Committee their
thoughts.- One Pasto~'s Thoughts

I

THE CRUSADE OF TI:IE AMERI~AS MARCH 16 • 30, 1969
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Commendable Courage
The willingness of the president of
the Pastors' Conference to take a
strong and courageous stand against
those forces desirous of liberalizing Arkansas liquor laws is to be commended.
His readiness to "go out on the limb,"
in regards to this issue should be called
to the attention of all Arkansas Baptists. To stand for one's convictions in
the face of possible persecution, redicule and social isolation is,' I believe,
an honorable characteristic.

~------~~-About
Howard Griffin was· elected "Churchman of the Year" 'in Springdale by the
Kiwanis Club. He is a deacon in Elmdale !Church.
Minor E. Cole after nine months as
interim pastor of Forrest Park Church
in Pine Bluff, has now accepted interim
pastorate of Matthews Memorial Church
also in Pine Bluff.
Roger Margason of Mountain Home,
freshman church music major at Ouachita Baptist Unive~sity, has accepted a
call to be minister of music at Keo
Church. He assvmed his duties Feb. 9.
He succeeds Bill Bryant of · England
who . has served Keo Church as music
director for 30 years.

It is my hope that his fearless stand
against the evil forces of the ,liquor liberals will inspire all Arkansas Baptists leadership and laity to speak out
for rigl:it and against injustice when
Coach Bill Stancil of the Northside
and wherever it occurs.
• High School in Ft. Smith received the
"Service to Mankind Award" by the Ft.
I would appreciate your publication. Smith Sertoma Club. He is a deacon
of this letter of commendation in the in First Church, Ft. 'Smith, and gjves
Arkansas Baptist Newsmagazine, at 'an credit to a successful athletic ·proyour cop.venience of course.-Perry D. gram and his success in helping boys,
· Blount, Pastor, 4ke Village Baptist to his Christian beliefs and helps.
Church, Lake VJllag~, Ark. 71653

people

Wilbur R. Gi>uld-a Baptist layman
from Houston, has been, awarded a COJ!l•
munity service aware!. by the Ampex
·Corp., for his work in helping · disadvantaged Mexican-Americans through a
summer missions tour· sponsored by his
church. An employee of Mandrel r Industries, Inc., an Ampex subsidiary,
Gould was one of eight national ·award
winners. He was nominated by his coworkers in the Houston plant.
C. Penrose St. Amant, dean of the
school of theology at Southern 1Seminary since 1959, has requested the •
school's trustees to allow him tp relin· .
quish his administrative duties to return to teaching. The chapge would take
place on July 81, ten· years from the ·
date he became dean. He will continue,
however, to serve as the David T. Porter Professor of Church History,. an endowed chair. He plans to assume a full'·
teaching load in the fall semester. The
administrative duties of dean · allowed
him to teach only one course las11 semester, seminary officials s~id.

-------------Arkansas all over
Administrative duties
increased for McClain
Increasing administrative responsibility has been shifted to Dr. Joe T.
McClain, vice president of •a cademics at
Ouachita, in order to allow Pres, Ralph
A. Phelps Jr. to engage in off-campus
fund raising projects for the Univ4;)rsity.
'
.
Charged with the general administrative responsibility of the school in the
absence of the president, Dr. McClain is
no stranger to Ouachita. He was chairman of the religion department 'here
ten years ago and is thoroughly familiar with the ._school's operation.

Dr. Swor available
for conferences
Dr. Chester Swor, who has engaged
in lay-lecture work and counseling for
almost thirty years, announces that, beginning with the summer of 1970, h~
will fill a reduced schedule of week-long
appointments in order to make more
time available for conventions, conferences, and retreats.
'Dr. Swor has majored in the challenge of consistent _Christian living and
the increase of the individual's spiritual
resources .. He· has filled appointments
in churches, schools, and colleges
throughout America and in several
overseas \llissions. He makes his home
at 902 Whitworth Street, Jackson,
Miss. 39202
FEBRUARY 20, 1969

WYNNE CHURCH GROUNDHREAKING-Left to right: R. B. Grott8, pastor:
Bill Baker; Er.n.est Free; Leonard White ; Gerald Letris, miwister of music wnd edu·
cation; Hwrold Harris, chairman of Trustees; Bill Argo, chairin.an of Finance committee ; Dr. .Leslie Covington, Gener,al Building chairman; Guy Beene. and Otto
Loewer.

Groundbreaking held
for ~ynne Church
Wynne ~ Church had ground breaking
services for its new church buildit;tg
Jan. 26.

The two-story building_ will be "Y"
shape with the auditorium . in the main
wing, and with- educational rooms, offices, fellowship hall, 'kitchen, chapel,
etc., in the other two· wings.
The auditorium will have a seating
of 700. Included is a 60-seat
chair section.
capa~,:ity

The cpurch is to be c6nstructed ·.on a
si!x-acre site ali a cost of $575,000 less
furnishings. Construction i,s to be COIJlple,t ed by December.

'mle educational building wings will
accommodate 600 people, with off-street
parking space for more than 200 cars.

Dr. Leslie ·Covington is general chairman of the Building program with Bill
Argo serving as chairman of the Finance Committee..

The fellowship - hall will have a ~a
pacity of 260 pe~sons, with the dining
room doubling for use by an adult Sunday School department.
Page Five
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Universi~y---------and staff member11, Dr. Joe ·T. McUiain,
vice president .o f administratio?, sl!'id.
that he had "never seen any umvers1ty
so student oriented' as Ouachita.

Questions, .a ns·w ers highlight
O~U - Parents' Day,-tFeb. 8

"The students here are heard and we
listen," he said.
Q. Why does Ouachita restrict the in·
formation about students which it releases to outside sources and is it the
only school ' in the state following this
policy?.'
In attending professional meetings,
Dr. Phelps replied, registrars have told
Ouachita Representation that the pQlicy
adopted by Ouachita for the fi~
time this year is the policy being
followed by a majority of the schools
in the-state of Arkansas as, well as that
of most of the schools in the country.

A:

. the policy, he -· said, 1s.
The reason for
"because there have been some judgments handed down against colleges and
universities for releasing information
about students."

Guests at Ouachita Unive.r sity's Parents' Day Feb. 8 incl?.Cded (l-r) Mr. and Mrs.
J. K. Chambers of Benton, parenU of Tom Cluvmbers, and Mr. and Mrs. W : iN.
Olmstead of Rison, parents of Charles
their daughter Laura.

Olms~ead.

Phelps emphasizes
role of trustees
During a question-and-answer, session
between · administrative leaders and
parents at Ouachita B~ptist University's
Parents Day Feb. 8, Pres. Ralph A.
Phelps Jr. said that applications for enrollment are running well ahead' of last
year and, while explaiJ1ing the University's operation, warned that its elected
board of trustees must hav,e. complete
control of the school if Ouachita is to
,retain its accreditation by the powerful
North Central Association of ,Schools
and Secondary Schools.
"The Board cannot be controlled, it
cannot be harassed," he said, to the
extent that it be~'mes ineffec.t ive in its
program.
"The parent body can elect anybody
it wants as tl'l,lstees and they can do
most anytl:ting they waljit after they're
elected trustees/' .B ut, he added, when
~thers who are not trustees "try to run
the school from the vantage point of
some pastor's study or from some associational missionary's office or businessman's offi~e, they are jeopardizing
the accreditation of the institution."
Other highlights of the question-andanswer session:
Q. How does the acadmnic counseling
program at Ou,achita work and are stu·
dents truly counseled on what subjects
they should take?

·Page Six

The problem, he said, is determining
how much information on a student
should be rel~ased. What, he asked, is
to be done , if some of the information
requested reflects Unfavorably on the
student?
A recent case was 1cited concerning a
students who had been involved in a
car wreck. The student testified as to the
date& he was enrolled at Ouachita. Without knowing litigation was involved, the
Ouachita registrar released information
on request concerning the date the student enrolled and the date he withdrew
from school.
'

Standing with the · Olmsteads is
'
A. Ouachita has set up a counseling
program whereby the faculty and administration meet together in the library
The released information was intropreceding registration. .Those students duced as testimony, Dr. Phelps continued
who have not- already received coun- and the student lost the case in court
seling in faculty offices before re,gis- because the · record Ouachita had ·protration come ' to the library for that vided and the testimony given by the
purpose.
stud~nt "were not one. ·a.rtd the same."
I

"The students 'llre all-i~portant," said
"Y.ou would be amazed at the type of
Dr. Phelps. "I don't think we have any people who try to get information about
excuse for being a Christian institution students," said Dr. Phelps. '1Some of it
if we look upon the students as nothing/ is a strict invasion of privacy."
more than ~BM punchcards." ·
The important thing to remember, he
A Christian school, he observed, should went on to say emphatically, is the
take a Christian interest in every stu- threat of defamation of character. It
is, possible for unfavorable ,)nformation
dent.
to become a part of someone's record
He cautioned, however, that pkrents for the rest of his life and curse him
have a responsibility in the counseling for as .long as he liyes.
process in that th~y should see to , it
He added that a new form is being
that their sons and d~ughters are present for the scheduled counseling ses- worked out which will allow the instisions.
·
' tution to send out student-authoriz~d
information to anyone requesting' it. If
Q. What is the teacher-pupil ratio at the student is a minor, however, his
Ouachita?
parents will be required to 'sign the
new
form.
A. The ratio is one teacher to every
17 students. Dr. Henry C. Lindsey, vice
Comipenting on how request for transpresident of academics, said that this cripts are handled, Dr. Phelps said that
is "very good," adding that anytime a they cannot be released except with the
school has a. ratio of ntl more than student's permission.
twenty students to each teacher "it is
"A person could wr.ite in het;~ who is
doing a good job." Dr. Phelps said the
University is seeking to increase enroll~ not in the least interested in hi:iing your
son. He's interested in whether your
ment jn order to reach to 20:1 ievel.
son will marry his daughter but we
Speaking of the relationship existing have no way of Iolowing it was a perbetween the students and the faculty sonal thing and not a professional thing."
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College students in
iunior Who's Who
Twelve students· from Southern :Baptist Coll!lge, Walnut Ridge,. will be listed
in the 1968-1969· edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American· Junior
Colleges.

Beacon lights of Baptist history

A sense of Stewardship

• I
BY BERNES K. SELPH, TH.D.
They have been selected as being
PASTOR, FIRST CHURCH, BEINTON
among the country's most outstanding
campus leaders, on a basis of academic
I
achievement, service to the community,
John P. Crozar looked upon iife as a trust. His biographer said of him, "For
leadership in extracurricular activities, ,more than twenty years he has been deeply impressed with -the beljef that propand future potentiaL
ertiY is not his own. ; .he holds it as a sacred trust, which_has been committed to
his care, and feels his accountability as a steward.- The same principle is extended
Eight students from Arkansas are: to his time, his talent, and himself."
Larry Atkins, Viola; Gerry Claybrook,
. The word "stewardship"' was frequently found in the diary of this Baptist
Paragould; Mary Jane Johnson, Piggott;.
Lois Moyers, Pine •Bluf;f; Felix Taylor, 1 deacon, Sunday School Superintendent, teacher and 1 benefactor. Profits :from his
Cherry Valley; Bobbie Ward, Franklin; spinning mills in Pennsylvania were to be shared with his fellowman in the
Janice Hix Wilson, Batesville; and Zane Lord's cause.
Wilson, Mountain View.
·Concerned in his lifetime about support of Christian causes, he was no less
Four students from Missouri are: conscious of the stewardship of his money after death. In his last. illness he told
Janie Little Conner, Malden; Danny his wife in the presence of friends, "You, my dear wife, will have a large income.
Henderson, Portageville; James Mc- Oh, use it for God. Be faithful in your steward's hip."
I
Crary, Hayti; and· Mary Jo Willard,
His fortune did not come easy. He felt accumulation of it had taken someNevada.
thing away. How to arrive at the point of a good stev:rard was painstaking but
resulted in firm conviction. He briefly set forth his conclusion of the matter in
his 'diary one day after making a trip through his original mil~
150 teenagers enioy
.
I
"The· old mill," he says, "looked small and rough; and I can hardly realize '
South Side retreat
that the little, low-ceiling room I was in was in reality the same...formerly my ·c ard
A, total of 150 teenagers attended a · room, where I had spent so many weary and tedious hours at the cards . . . where
retreat sponsored recently by South I had toiled through long, anxious days and evenings .• , where I had figured and
Side Church, Pine Bluff. The retreat was calculated ,until both• mind and body were so absorbed that I could neither talk
held on the campus of Ouachita Univer- nor think of anything else. This incessant toil was indeed the foundation' of my
fortune, and enabled me to surmount many serious difficulties; but on the other
sity.
hand it• contracted my mind, stifled the relish I once had for lit,e rary pursuits,
gave me a distaste for .study and in a measure for society too, and I think made
The teenagers were accompanied by me less useful. I gained one point, it is true: I became a man of fortune, and
the pastor, Dr. Tal Bonham; the minis- now it becomes me to use that fortune as a mea~s of good."•
ter of music, Richard Smith; and the
minister . of education, Paul Snow. Virginia Dickson and Randy Woodfield (1) J. Wheaton Smith, The Llte of John P. Croser (Ph!lad-elph!a, Amer ican Baptist Publlcatlo1
1868) p. 222
were chosen by secret ballot as the (2) Society,
Ibld, p. 161 .
"star campers."

1

In addition to worship services and periods of Bible study, the group viewed
a Billy Graham film entitled, "Shadow
of the Boomerang." The RO~C gym and
the indoor swimming pool proved to be
quite popular with the Pine .Bluff teenagers. Th~ highlight of one evening session was the t!l,].ent show fea}uring several individuals and groups who were
attending the retreat.
Of the · 150, -77 of the young p'eople
were South Siders ; 28 were unchurched;
and 45 were visitors from o t h e r
ch,urches.' During the ret:i-eat there were
three conversions, four tlecisions for
church membership, s~d 28 rededications.
· In addition to the church's staff members, other sponsors were: Mrs: Bill Cason, Mrs. Ralph Milan, Mrs. Paul Snow,
Ben Hagins, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Carson, and Mrs. Charles Putn~m.
FEBRUARY 20, 1969

CHARTERED buses carried 150 teenagers ·to Ouachita University for fun and fel~
lowship during a retreat sponsored by South Side Church, Pine Bluff. .
Page Seven

Cuban mi. ssionari~s back home free
Fite, 35, and his wife and two y()ung
sons were following the trail of their
eldest son James, who left Cuba via
Matamoros last November, a month before he knew his father was to be freed
from an Hav-ana prison.

•

At a news conference at the Atlant~
airport, ·Caudill was asked what he expected to do now. He smiled and
demonstrated the surprisingly good humor under strain that marked each of
them:
·
·
"I believe we'll start a second honeymoon," he replied. "And I hope the next
38 years will be as happy as the first."

CAUDILLS, FITES HOME : Caudills and Fites deplane in' Matwmoros1 Me;;., across
the border from Brownsville, Tex., where the missionary families entered the U. s.
Left to right, Mrs. Caudill, Dr. Caudill, Fitf7, holding three-year-old Mark, and Margaret. (BP Photo by Don Rutledge, HMB)

Both men,' in response to questions
about how .they were treated in prison,
said i "We w e r e not discriminated
against."
Fite told reporters his release from
prison on Dec. 16 was an "unexpected
sur]?rise" and a "humanitarian act of
mercy." Margaret had visited him on
Saturday, Dec. 14, and told him that she
had received word his liberty papers had
been signed and that he would be allowed to come home before Christmas.
He was released two mornings later
and surprised his family by a:J,Tiving
home on a p~blic bus;
l

(

The youngest b o y, three-year-old•
EMOTIONAL Atlwnta reception: David Fite rushes into arms of his mother. His ·Mark, responded by running and shoutfather., the .Rev. Clifton Fite of Waynesboro, Ga., is at left. (BP Photo by Don Rut- ing to neighbors: · "My Daddy's home,
ledge, HMB)
. ·
.
my Daddy's home."
Caudill, who had been out of prison
on conditional liberty· two years due to
MATAMOROS, Mex. - Cheerful and Whom All Blessings Flow," a doxology eye ailments, apparently could have apcomposed, the Herbe~t Gaudills and Da- for tearful reunions ..
plied two years ago to leave the counvid Fites stepped off a Mexican governtry.
In the middle of the melee, 12-year. ment airliner here Feb. 7 and. onto freeold James Fite, the Fites' eldest son
"We did not want to leave Margaret
dom ground.
who was sent out of Cuba 1earlier, stood and the children alone with David, in
The party of six, smiling and teary- with his arms around his brothers, John, prison/' he said.
eyed, groped in silence for words as they 10, and Mark, 3, getting re-acquainted
encountered a welcoming party, then in their native tongue-Spanish.
Late 'in the fall of 1968, when it beMrs./ Caudill blurted out:
came evident that Mrs. Caudill also was
Saddest of all, teenager Benjamin developing serious ey~ troub1e that
"This is a surprise."
Valdez, a Cuban refugee living in At- threatened her sight, it became increasDavid Fite, lean and tan from prison lanta·, stood sobbing as he tried 't o talk ingly important for the Caudills to
farm labor, said simply:
·
to David Fite, who had last seen B'erija- leave.
Mrs. Caudill, however, told her daugh"We are grateful to be here and grate- min's . father in prison eight weeks ago.
ter:
"I would rather go blind than leave
f~l to everyone who -worked and prared
Caudill and his son-in-law, Fite, had
to make this possii:He."
· been prisoners of the Cuban govern- you alone now."
When Fite w~s released, the entire
But if the Matamoros arrival was si- ment since April 8, 1965, when they
lent emotional ,under statement, the At- were arrested for and · later convicted of . family- the Caudills and the Fites-made application to leave the country as
lanta arrival some 30 hours later was 1 illegal currency exchange.
a family unit and gained approval to
an emotional explosfon.
Now Caudill, 65, and his wife, Mar- fly out 'On the · monthly Mexican _g overnRelatives including David F ite's j'ori,e, were ~rriving home to stay in the ment refugee flights to Matamoros,
·parents-and a group of Cuban refugee U. S. after nearly 40 years as mission- across the ' Rio Grande River from
~riend s pressed a~ains t television camaries in western Cuba. ·
Brownsville, Tex.
1
1 eramal)l and newsmen and sang in .Span"It's like 'leaving home," Caudill ~ai<J.
ish what sounded like "Praise God ,from
"The way these things all came toPage Eight
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gether, we believe God's hand was in
it," Fite said. "This was the answer to
thousands of prayers. Daily we felt new
strength and saw insurmourltable problems overcome."
'
Both the Caudills and the Fites said
there had been a &teady flow of friends
visiting them fn . Havana since it became kno~ they were leaving.
Caudill said the Baptist work has continued all along. "It hasn't grown outward much," he said, "but it has deepened."
He said there still are about 90
churches and 8,000 Baptists in western
Cuba, where Southern Baptist work began 80 years ago. More than half of
the Cuban pastors who had been arrested also are free now, Caudill said,
and many are preaching.
Caudill, at the time of his ~rrest nearly four yea:~:s ago, was superintendent
of Baptist work in western ·Cuba and
president of the Baptist seminary in
Havana.
Fite, Who had been in Cuba six years,
was pastor of the Buena Vista Baptist
Church in Havana, a congregation of BROTHERHOOD: James Fite, 12, who came out of Cuba laat November, greets his
English-speaking West Indians, and was tlvree-year·old brotlier. Mark at the Atlanta airport. The boys' grandmother, Mrs.
teaching New Testament and Greek in Clifton Fite is left amd David Fite is shown in the background talking to Benjamin
the seminary,
-'Valdez, a refugee whOse father still is impfisoned in Cuba. (BP Photo by Don
Mrs. ·Caudill had continued teaching Rutledge, HMB)
in the seminary until they left Cuba.
Asked what she had done to keep busy
Mrs. Fite replied:
"I've been keeping house and toting
jabas .(cloth sacks for hauling groceries, etc.)."
The women had been allowed to visit
their husbands on varying schedules, depending on where they were. usually
working out to be once a month.
Caudill spent most of his confinement
in the La Cabana Fortress, across the
bay from Havana. Fite, however, was
moved several times and for nearly two
years has been a working prisoner on
prison farms.
'
Caudill and Fite, bcith under appointment of the Southern Baptist Home
Mission Board, will be giv~n time to
re-orient themselves and decide what
they want to do next. Caudill, at 65, is
of retirement age, but the Home Mis. sion Board will continue his salary
through the end of 1969.

CAUDILLS and Fites at news conference in Atlanta airport. (BP Photo by Don
Rutledge, HMB)
.

I

~x.

Rutledge commented: "The reports we
have heard indicate that these missionaries have conducted themselves coura,.geously and faithfully and we are
pleased with what they have done. They
are leaving many devoted !Christians
behind among the Baptists of Cuba and
it is our hope and prayer that they will
continue to ·bear their witness."
'

"•Both couples will be giv~n time for
rest and re-orientation," Wood said.

Caudill, a native. of Clinchport, Va.,
is a graduate of ·Mercer University

Arthur B. Rutledge, executive · secretary-treasurer of the Home Mission
Board, and L. D. Wood, of the language
missions department,. were on hand to
greet the missionaries in Matamoros,
and then to escort them to Atlanta after spending the night in Brownsville,
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(Baptist) in Macon, Ga., and Southwestern :Seminary, Ft. Worth. Fite. a native
of Ft. Worth, is also a g~aduate of M~r
cer and .Southeaste:rn :seminary, Wake '
Forest.
The Caudills tentatively plan to live
in Atlanta. The Fites, who are moving
into a home provided by Avondale
Church in the Atlanta area, will remain
in Atlanta until deciding on their next
assignment. (BP)
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HB 850 (Dishongh) was introduced
on -F ebruary 6 and has .been referred to
the Rules !Committee. '!'his bill is similar to the earlier HB 18 which was withdrawn, and specifies 100 yards as the
distance from churches, schools and orphanages at which permits may be is-·
sued in wet counties for retail liquor ·
By W. HENRY GOODLOE, Bxeeutive Direetor
sales, but does not include a specified
Christian Civic Foundation of Arkansas
distance from other outlets. There is
now no statute to keep these from being'
right next door' to each other.
With the ~7th' General Assembly. implied consent to chemical tests if arOf the definitely bad bills, HB 125 and
more than halfway through the sched- rested for drunken driving and provid- RB 113, known as the cocktail or open
uled session for 1969, upwards of 800 ing for such tests. ·
bar bills, are of major public. interest.
bills· and resolutions have been introThe administration sponsored bill is HB
HB
112,
introduced
by
the
same
two
duced in the Senate and House com113. On February 10, JIB 113 was
·bined. Of this total number, some forty men, providing penalties for first and amended to permit the serving of mixedsubsequent
convictions
of
driving
~ moitems relate to alcohol, other drugs, pordrinks in private clubs of dry counties
nography, gambling or other matters of tor vehicle while under the influence of and HB 125 was decisively defeated by
intoxicating
liquors,
has
come
from
the
special concern to the Arkansas constit84 against and only 11 for. When the
uency of the •Christian Civic Foundation Judiciary Committee with a "do pass as amended HB 113 will come up for vote
amended"
recommendation.
and to other citizens. As would be· exis not known. Somewhat similar bills
pected, some of these offered measures
HB 170 (Dishongh) prescribing high- are in the Senate, !SB 239 and SB 22·5.
are good, some bad, and others of doubt- er fees for liquor, beer and native wine,
.One often hears the cliche "you .can. ful merit.
was returned from the · Revenue and not legislate ·morals,"- especially from
Taxation Committee with a recommend- proponents of unrestricted liquor conAmong the good measures introduced ed "do pass", but was defeated by a sumption. 'The saying is quoted with
and considered, HB 89 (Blankenship and vote of 41-38. This bill was amended gusto as thou·g h it :were an excathedra
M. Henry), amending Act 846 of 1957 on February 10 and could be called up pronouncement or a geometrical axiom.
relative to the percentage of alcohol in again for vote.
The quotation implies that it is futile
the blood or body substances, reducing
SB 223 (H
II
d G 'ff'1 )
d SB to. frame any laws with moral aspects,
from .15 per cent to .10 per cent in deowe an
ri ~ an
. when the fact is all laws affecting ~ givtermining intoxication, has been passed 220 (Jones) also propose. higher fees en society are simply the registering of
d t b
A t 17
--and/or taxes on alcoholic beverages.
d ·
an signe 0 eaome c
·
The ·bill by Senator Jones proposes a 2 moral insights and achievements reached
HB 131, also by Blankenship and Dr. percent special excise tax on all alco- by that society at a given period of
Henry, was amended on February 4 and holic beverages sold in the state to be time. This is another reason why legishas come from the Judiciary Committee used for the establishment of a Reten- lative procedures are of great imporwith a "do pass as amended" recom- tion Institute for Alcoholics under the tance to all the people.
mendation. This is similar to SB 33 but supervision and control of the Arkanmore detailed on some possible legal sas Commission on Alcoholism. These Army Commendation ,
technicalities dealing with . motorist's are all good bills.
to C. Alan Tyson

40 bills and resolutions
· in,_ro~uced-of special concern

Chaplain (Captain) c. Alan Tyson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Tyson of
Forrest City, has been awarded the
Army Commendation Medal with "V"
Device for heroism in combat while
serving with the 1st Sattalion, 35th Infantry, of the 4th Infantry Division in
the Centrai Highlands of South Vietnam.
On his previous assignment as assistant chaplain of the 1st Brigade, Fort
Ord,· Calif.,- Chaplain Tyson was ·awarded the Army Commendation Medal for ,
outstanding service.
Prior to his · assignment to Vietnam,
Chaplain Tyson completed the Ar1ny
Airborne course at Fort Benning, Ga.
He is a graduate of Ouachita University and Southwestem Seminary. He
has served the pastorates of Colt
Church, Colt, Ark., and Verona Church,
Blue Ridg~, Tex.

FIRST Church, Lake City, has r800ntly made 8-year attendance awards to these
members of the Sunday School-left to '~'Tight: Mary Davis, Mrs. Sparley Fletcfl,er,
Mrs. Marshall. Hill, Mrs. Edna Timms, W. 0. Doak, Mrs. W. N. Primm. .John M.
Basinger is pastor of the Lake City church, and Donald Timms is the superintendent of Sunday School.
Page Ten

Mrs. Tyson, the former Dell Christy,
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
!Jhristy of Rogers. !She and their two
children, Debbie age three and Paul
Alan age one; reside in Dallas, Tex.
Chaplain 'l'yson is expected to return
from Vietnam in April.
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Pinnock leaves New Orleans
for Trinity School post
NEW ORLEANS - Clark H. Pin"
nock, associate ·professor of theology at
New Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary here for the past four years, has
resigned to become professor of syste• matic theology at Trinity E-vangelical
Divinity School, Deerfield, Ill.
"The decision to leave New Orleans
has been made entirely of my own volition, and not due to pressure from any
quarter," said Pinnock in a written statement submitted for publication to the
Baptist Press, news service of the
Southern Baptist Convention.
"My four years at New Orleans have
been rich and fruitful beyond all expec~ tation, and I want no one to suspect any
undercurrent of disappointment or bitterness at my departure," Pinnock said.
Seminary President H. Leo Eddleman
-of New Orleans could not be reached to
confirm that ' the resignation had been
accepted, but he earlier had confirmed
that Pinnock had resigned.
He asked, however, Baptist Press to
delay release ' of the story because "it
may not go through- he is in the process of reconsideration."
Eddleman said it was the third titne
Pinnock had tried to resign, but in each
case he later reconsidered and felt it
would jnot be the thing to do.
Pinnock, however, said in a telephone
interview that he was not reconsidering
this time, and that " as far as I am con·
cerned the decision is final."
"·T hey are lt;rying to get me to reconsider, but I am not reconsidering, nor do
I intend to-;" he said.
Annopncement of Pinl).ock's resigna-

tion came only two weeks after announceme~t of the resignation of another theology professor at New Orleans,
Robert Soileau, who resigned "under
protest" over a conflict with the administration over the academic climate
at the school and the theological direction of the school towards more conservatism, he said.

Southern Baptist Pastors' Conference,
in Houston, calling for a new reformat_ion within the church and urging
Southern Baptists to forsake unbelieving modernism.
He said that Southern Baptists are
drifting away from a Biblical, Christcentered theology. The greatest crisis
the church has ever had to face is the
current attack on the existence of divine truth,- he said in his address last
June.

Pinnock has also been a frequent
speaker at state-wide Baptist evangelistic conferences, and it was in some of
these speeches that he made sweeping
Soileau (pronounced swallow), also ·charges of liberalism at specific Southcited as factors in hls resignation the ern Baptist agencies and institutions.
failure to be promoted for seven years
•
I
and a c.o nflict with another faculty
Editorials in several Baptist state pam'e mber "who has been promoted,
pers urged Pinnock to be specific in his
pushed and rewarded for h~s attacks on
charges that the denomination is shot
professors, individuals, institutions and
through with liberalism, or to take his
agencies of the entire , (!Southern Bapcharges to the boards of trustees electtist) Convention."
ed by the convention to deal with such
I
Although he did not identify the pro- matters.
fessor in his written statement, he said
In his statement of resignation, Pin·
in a tel,ephone interview he. was speaknock said that in his estimation, Trinity
ing of Pinnock.
.Evangelical Divinity School is one of
the "finest evangelical seminaries in the
In his statement of resignations, Pin- world; and I have long desired to par, nock did not mention the conflict with ticipate in its minist,y."
_,Soileau or other seminary professors.
"Nor does the decision reflect any loss
When asked if he wanted to answer the
.of confidence in the (Southern Baptist)
charges Soileau had made, he declined.
Convention, and its great future under
When asked if there was any connec- God . . .
tion between his resignation and that of.
"I shall continue to pray fervently
Soileau's, Pinnock said there was none
that God ·would guide in the affair~ of
at all.
New Orleans Seminary, Sl> that a clear
Eddleman commended Pinnock, saying witness may be made to scriptural
·
he had resigned like a gentleman. When truth,". he concluded.
asked if there was any tension between
'
Pinnock
is
a
graduate
of
the UniverPinnock and the administratien, Eddlesity
of
Toronto,
Canada,
with
a bachelor
man said he was "pleased with Pinnock
all the way down the line • • . I've had of arts degree, and the University of
Manchester, England, with the doctor
no falling out with him."
of philosophy degree.(BP)
Pinnock made national headline~! last
June when he gave three addresses to the

Let us have your orders for
th~

Crusade of the

Am~ricas

now.

, FR

5-6493

Baptist Book Store
408 Spring Street
Little Rock, Ark. 72201

CHAPLAIN C. Alan Tyson (upper right), son of Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Tyiion, FoT'Y'estCity, is shown as hJ conducts worship se1'1Jioe in Vietnam.
·
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Siloam S.prings Ba.p tist Assembly
1969

•

I

THREE GREAT WEEKS FOR ALL ARKANSAS BAPTISTS
June 30-July 5

July 7-12

Nqrth West, West Central, South West Districts
Bruce Cushman
Hugh .Bumnas .

Morning Speaker
Evening Speaker

Lehman Webb
~ale
Cowling

.M orning Speaker
Evening S.p eaker

Central, North Central Districts

..

July 14-19

North East,

E~st

Central, South East Districts

'Jim Tillman . . . . Morning Speaker
Ev~ning Speaker
Jerold McBride

Rates
l

·send name, address, age (if under' 17) ; sex, church accommodation number, a $2.00 reservation fee, and the· week you
plan to attend to Dr. Ralph Douglas, 525 West Capitol Avenue, Little Rock 72201. This fee will apply on the total cost
of the assembly.

TOTAL COST

ACCOMMODATIONS
'1.

Assembly-owned Dormitories
·Cot, mattress, all meals,
registration, and medical and accident insurance - - ' Children 6-8 inclusive - - - - '-:- - _ _ _ _ _

-

13.60

Oot, mattress, all meals,
2. Church-owned Dormitories registration, and medical and accident insurance - - Children 5-8 years inclusi•ve - - - - · ....:.... - - 3.

16.00
13.00

Deluxe Buildings (Fo.r family groups only) ...- Room, all meals,
registration, and medicill and accident i'p.surance
ehildren 5-'8 years inclusi·ve - .I- - - - ....... - - -

19.00
16.00

..

4.. Faculty Building - Room, aU meals, registration, and
medical and accident insUJ:ance
- ,- - 5. Children under 5 years who eat in dining hall 6.

Children under 1 ye.a r -

Individual Meals

-

-

-

-

Breakfast $.'75

-

-

-

!18.00

-

8.60

,_

-

'1.00

\

· Dinner $1.00
Su:pper $1.00

NOlDE:

$ 16.00

1

Registration and medical and accident insurance for part-time campers dations 1

-

$6.00 plus meals and accommo-

Things To Bring
.Bring pillow, bed linens, towels, toilet articles, J blanket, and rain wear and/or a sweater or jacket. Don't forget pencils, a
Bible and some change for the book store and snack shack. Do not bring fireworks, pets or things to cook. Bring a gOOd spirit
of cooperation and good judgment and willingness to help
make the assembly a good experience for everyone.
I

a
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Policies,
Upon recommendation of the Operating Committee, January 22, 1968, the Executive Board of the'· Convention adopted ~e
following policies· that relate to these three weeks at Siloam Springs.

..
The Op~rating Committee recommends that the following rules be observed· by our yonvention Camps and Assemblies:

I.

For Camps and Assemblies attended by both girls and boys.
'·

1.

Dress •
Shorts will be permitted dut:ing recreation periods.
(No mid-riffs or' short ·sh'orts.)

2.

Swimming
The1·e will be no mixed swimming and no one will be allowed in the swimming pool area except sw:immera. The
pool area . will be clearly defined and marked.
. \

Dormitory Counselors
Suggested Guidelines

Those
the group
Additional
each 7 to

under 18 years of age who attend the assembly lin groups must have adult counselors wh6 will "live-in'1 with
at the assembly. If both boys and girls are in a group, both a man and woman counselor will be required.
counselors should be provided in the proportion of one counselor of the same sex for each 7 to 10 bOYS' and
10 girls. .Some churches may have fewer than 7 in attendance. For these, we will enlist counselors.

A counselor must be 20 years of age or older and a responsible member of a church cooperating with the Arkansas Baptist
State Convention. Counselors will be approved by the Assembly Program Director, Lawson Hatfield, and counselors will relate
to him while at the assembly.

r
A sheet, "Suggestiol}s for Do;rm.itqry Counselor!!". wilL_be nrovided tQ cQU.nselors prjor to t.h.JL!:l!'!~~mbly. A meeting of
all counselors will be conducted each week of the asse~bly-on ,Monday at ·6:45 .p.m. in Pavilion 3. I --

Objectives _
I

A major objective of the assembly is to- assist the churches ip their work of bringing men to God through Jesus Christ..
'fhe program will seek to reflect the total work of the State Convention. Training will be off~red for ch,urch leaders,
members and others of all age groups. The major emphasis of the 'assembly will be Bible Study, stewardship and :missions.

Opportunities for worship and evangelism are in strong evidence at the assembly:
Fellowship ~nd planned recreation appeal to those in attendance.

Cultivating and training young people, the leaders of Arkansas Baptists tomorrow,

i~

a major purpose of the assembly.

Present and future planning will seek to make the assembly grounds a meeting place for .denominational leaders, church
leaders and members, where a sharin£ of ideas and seeking God's Leadership may be experienced.
FEBRUARY 20, 1969
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Summary of 1968 Southern Baptist Convention
Statistics
1968
1,196
34,2{).5

Associations •
·Churches
Baptisms
37~,025
531,3·51
Additions by letter
11,.332,229
Total Membership
7,545,5'1.3
Sunday School Enrollment
Vacation Bible School
3,227,705 .
'Enrollment
448,738
Brotherhood Enrollment
Woman's Missionary
1,407,~73
Union Enrollment*
1,038,290
Music Ministry Enrollment
Tithes, Offerings, and
!Special Gifts:
Total
$ 761,898,138
67.23
Per Capita
Mission Expenditures:
'Total
128,025,859
11.30
Per !Capita
3,657,097,050
Church 'P roperty Value
New ·Construction:
' 129,976,060
Local church
4,268,246
Lq_cal church mission $

Num.
chg.
9
148

Pet.
chg.
0.8
0.4
~5,912
-1.6
-10,040 -1.9
189,503 1.7
-33,690 -0.4

1967
1,187
34,147
378,9:37
541,391
11,'L42,726
7,579,203

-212,620
-9,032

3,439,3·2·5
457,770

-6.2
-2.0

I

-36,791 -2.5
19,160 1.9

1,444,464
1,019,130
$ 711,775,365
63.88

$ 50,122,773
L35

7.0
5.2

120;454,869
10.81
3,49'5,020,717

7,570,990
.49
162,076,333

6.3
4.5
4.6

15·5,209,065
6,482,565

-25,233,005 -16.3·
-2,214,319 -34.2

I

*

Includes hospital and campus YWA's in addition to statistics for churches.
Note: B~cause of a new system of reporting for Training Union and the necessary
computer validation, Training Union figures will be provided at a later
date ..

Top 26 churches in baptisms
. Listed are the top 26 churches in baptisms for the associational year 1967-68.
Later I hope to be able to ·give the same type list on · the percentage basis. Many
churches who baptized only a few people are higher on the percentage basis than
those listed in the top 26 churches.

Baptisms

CHURCH

PASTOR (When record was made)

Marshall Road, Jacksonville
104
South Side, Pine Bluff
102
First, Fort Smith
93
First, Warren
91
Grand Avenue, Fort Smith
84
Second, Hot Springs
82
First, Green Forest I
74
.L evy, North · Little Rock
70
Windsor Park, Fort Smith
69
69 .: First, Little Rock
Second, Little Rock
67
First, Forrest City
60
Baring Cross, North Little Rock
59
Calvary, Paragould
58
First, Crossett
56
Immanuel, ·Little Rock
56
First, Van .Buren
54
Qentennial, Pine Bluff
'54
First, Pine Bluff
53
First, ·West Memphis
·52
South McGehee
52
North Main, Jonesboro
52
1
!Calvary, North Little Rock
52
51
Archview, Little Rock
Ridgeview, Fayetteville
51
Second, Fonest City
51

Ronald S. Griffin
.Tal D. Bonham
William L. Bennett
.Bailey Smith . ,
Clifford Palmer
Walter Yeldell
.Jamie Coleman
Alfred Sparkman
J. Harold Smith
Paul Roberts
Dale. !Cowling •
Clyde Hankins
K. Alvin Pitt
Oatis Vester, Jr.
Jerry Don Abernathy
W. 0. Vaught
Bruce Cushman
J. W. Whitley
John McClanahan
Thomas A. Hinson
Alfred Cullum
Bobby G. Cragg
William L. Kreis
Allen T. McCurry
Garland Morrison
Marion Gramling

--Jesse S. Reed, Director of Evangelism
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Mercer University
seeks federal grants
MACON, Ga. - The Mercer University board of trustees, in a ·Feb. 7 meeting, unanimously approved applying for
federal grants to assist in · constructing
three buildings.
Applicati~ns for the grants include
approximately $182,000 - half of the
projected construction costs as a performing arts auditorium; approximately
$163,000 for an infirmary; and $225,000
to provide half the cost of building a
physical educational facilities building.
I

President Rufus C, Harris, in seeking
permission to apply for the grants, told
the trustees that the requests "in no
sense was meaht to be flauntive" of the
Georgi!J Baptist Convention which three
times in recent years has voted against
acceptance of federaJ, grants for colleges
under its sponsorship.
"In fact," Dr. Harris said, "this decision is made in the full realization
that the •Convention has done its duty
in that it has expressed its views on the
matter., and realized now that the trustees must do their duty and make their
decision in the light of their legal and
moral responsibility, and in the light of
accreditation requirements."
The president pointed out' to the trustees that the .Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, ·the body which accredits the university, revised in Novem~r, 1967, its Standard II, which provided that policy decisions must be left to
the trustees.
"While trustees may and should lis-'
ten .widely' to advice and consider it
frilly, they niust"'make the policy ·decisions of the college," Dr. Harris said.
"This means precisely that the denomination can · offer advice ·or express its
wishes or preferences on all matters involving the colleges. But it also means
that such sponsoring bodies must realize that the ultimate 'and operating
decisions ntust be left tJ the trustees.
Pointing out that Merce:r:. faces a· critical financial need, as do many private
colleges, Dr. Harris said that the university has lost· more than one million
dollars ·by refusing federal funds in the
past five or six years.
".1\.dded to such a · total were possible
grants U)lavailable to use by national
educational foundations because we declined to use federal funds, plus other
private gifts withheld by citizens who
expressed their disturbance over our denial of government money," Dr. Harris
said.
A M!lrcer spokesman said the deadline for applying for federal grants is
Feb. 15 and indicated applications would
be processed immediately. (B,P')
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District Tournaments

Ridgecrest during the second Training
Union week, July 17-23.

During the two weeks of March 3-14,.
District Training Union Tournaments,
eight district tournaments will be held
7:15
p.m.
in the eighth district for the Junior
Memory ·Sword drill, Intermediate March 3, Northeast, First, Leachville
sword drill and Speakers' tournament. March 4, East Central, First, Clarendon
At each district drill, any number ·of March 6, /S outheast, First,· Monticello
juniors may be winner, l;lut only one March 7, Central, Central •Church, Hot
Intermediate sword driller and only one
Springs ·
•
speaker ( 17-24 years of age) will be March 10, Northwest, First, Rogers
winners to participate in the S.t ate March 11, North Central, Fir-st, Meltournament at the Youth Convention.
bourne
At the Yquth Convention on April 4 .March 13, Southwest, First, Hope
one .s word driller and one speaker will March 14, West Central, First, Pari~
be selected to represent Arkansas at
---'Ralph W. Dl\vis
MISS MILLER

New GA Director
The election of Miss Julia Miller as
state Girls' Auxiliary Director is announced by the executive board of Arkansas Woman's Missionary Union.
.Since graduation from Baylor University and Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, Miss Miller has been
youth director in the First Baptist
Churches of Lamesa and Palestine, Texas, and Roswell, New Mexico. It is from
the latter church· where she has served
for nearly ten years that she will come
to this position. She is a native of El
Dorado.
Miss Miller will take up her duties
in· Arkansas March 17.

Youth Choir Festivals
March 8, 1969, Little Rock
E. Amon Baker, Pine Bluff, Coordinator
Festival "A" (Advanced SATB Youth
Choirs) Immanuel, Little Rock

Feminine intuition
by Harriet Hall
'\

Bus ride on a wi..-.ter's day
Fields were barren, skies were leaden, cold, and gray. I'll play a game, I
thought. I'll lo6k for bright spots on this colorless la ndscape. I soon found some
colorful fruit stands-the oranges and apples not only added color but whetted
my appetite and it was a good two hours until lunch time. Next we passed a
nursery. Row after row of shapely evergreens added their soft green color to
·t he passing scene. Near the nursery stood a home and lawn so beautifully land_.
scaped. that the carefully pruned shru)>bery seemed to spell "tender loving care."
A ~all blue spruce reminded me of some I saw Jast summer il! Colorado.
Our bus was practically empty at the stan of our trip. I. counted five
passengers other than myself -anq the driver. All seemed to prefer to trav~l
incommunicado--which sui-ted my mood. at the moment also.

.

~

That radio weather man from Missouri. had coldly announced earlier, " It 's
nineteen degr ees today and the chill index factor is minus sevent een." Nineteen
above made me shiver, and the thought of that minus seventeen was a very
chilly factor indeed I
·

Festival "B" (Junior High and beginning Youth Choirs) ·
Gaines Street, Little Rock

Then thel.miracle happened. 'Suddenly the sun came out. There it was, bright
·a nd radiant on that winter day, and what a change came over that .bus. Everyone
started chatting,· even the driver. Immediately the passing landscape was noticeably brighter. The running streams .near outdoor picnic tables reminded us that
winter doesn't last forever.

Send registrations to:
Church Music Department
'525 West .!Capitol Ave.
Little -Rock, 4rk. 72201

The rocky bluffs with their picturesque frozen waterfalls looked like a glistening white-fringed shawl. The cold gray skies had changed .to bright and blue.

Church ....... ----·-···· ....

What a difference a little sunshine makes, especially on a winter day._What
a difference the warmth of God's love can make when He comes into the heart
of a cold, indifferent sinner.

City

Mailing Address . ......

"The proof of God's amazing love is this: that it was. while we were sinner s
that Christ died for us." (Romans 5:8, Phillips translation).

Director
Accompanist

..·...

: ···- ~ ··

........ ,.... ..........

•N arne of person sending fees .
~$2.00

per choir or ensemble) ..
.. ---- ..........,. . .... ..... .................

.. ..........................
.-

~ ..

.

Which festival will you attend?
''A'' .....,....... ··-·····-.. ~- --

''B'' ........ .,..,....... ~-·-··

Number of singers attending festival....
Selections to be sung:
(1)

(2)

........................................:..........,....................
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Comments, suggestions, or questions, may bt addressed ·to Mrs. Andrew Hell, Mt. Sequayah Drive,
Fayetteville, Ark.

New subscribers
Church
Pastor
New budget:
Ernest Tosh
New Hope, Jonesboro
Three months free new church :
Grayson, Rt. 3
Jim L. Noles
Booneville
New budget after free trial:
H. M. Dugger
Pleasa.n t Valley

Association
Mt.. Zion
Concord
Calvary
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Problems of the Christian life

The · military ·chaplaincy
By T. B.

MABTON

Retired Professor of Christian Ethics
Southwestern Theological Seminary
Among the most rewarding and enriching recent personal experiences
have been four weeks in seminars with
Protestant Navy chaplains. These and
other contacts with the chaplains have
deepened my respect and appreciation
for them and for their ministry in the
military.
I have a growing conviction that
more of our most capable and best
trained young ministers should prayerfully consider entering the Air Force,
Army, or Navy chaplaincy for a few
years or as a career. And it should be
stressed · that the military chaplaincy
needs the best. It is no place for the
maladjusted, for misfits, or for men who
eannot make good in the civilian min~try.
.
.
There are several reasons why young
ministers should give consideration to
some phase of the military chaplaincy.
'l'hey would have in the chaplaincy unusual evangelistic opportunities and
missionary outreach. 'l'hey would discover the latter pot only within the
military community but also in the
broader civilian community where they
might serve in the States or overseas.

service he will have an opportunity to
participate in special retreats, . seminars, and possibly even in graduate
th·eological training and/or specialized courses, particularly in the field
of counseling. This advanced training
along with hjs personal experiences in
the military will enrich his background
for a more effective ministry.

In addition, certain personal benefits
would accrue to the young minister who
served as chaplain. For many of them
it would be a broadening experience.
They would work with chaplains representing many different denominations
and widely divergent theological perspective. They would ·discover that most
o{ these men, with whom they may
sharply disagree, are just as devoted as
they are to the work of the Lord and
to the welfare of the men they serve.
The chaplain would discover that the
same thing is true of most of his fellow chaplains who have habits which
he might thoroughly disapprove. He
would find that he could work with and
respect these men without compromising his own . personal position. Really
- ne will win the respect of other cbaplains not by compromising but by consistently maintaining his own ideals and
convictions. He must do so, however,
without a Pharisaical attitude of selfrighteous superiority.
I.f a young minister decides to stay
in the chaplaincy only for a few years,
it will make some valuable contributions
to his civilian ministry. While in the

Furthermore, some e;Kperience in the
military will strengthen the minister's
rapport with marly of the men in his
col:}gregation. 'Many of them have been
or will be in some branch of military
service. Also, he will be able to counsel
more helpfully with young men in' his
chur<!h fellowship who are entering the
military.
Most chaplains will agree that the
minister entering the chaplaincy, particularly as a career, should have a deep
sense of divine purpose or call. This call
I
should be comparable to the call to foreign ~issiQn service. Just as is true of
the missionary's wife so the chaplain's
wife should have a similar sense of divine leading into the cliaplaipcy.
It takes a special kind of woman to
be a chaplain's wife. She must be able
to adjust to ·rather frequent changes of
location: She must be emotionally and
spiritually mature enough to meet possible emergencies. Wives of chaplains,
particularly of the Navy, will frequently and for a considerable period of time
carry the full responsibility of the' father as well as the mother. She also
faces the adjustments that come when
the husband and father returns..

R. H. Dorris . gets
Reserve pro~otion
R. H. Dorris, Director of Chaplaincy
Ministries, Arkansas Baptist Stat'e Convention, has received a promotion to
Lieutenant Colonel in the U. S. Army
Reserve. ·
Coionel Jay 0. Rand, Commanding
Officer of the 306th Civil Affairs Grou~,
Fayetteville, pinned on 'the new rank
insignia and presented Chaplain Dorris
the order authorizing the promotion at
~ unit formation on Jan. 26,
'

I

Chaplain Dorris is a veteran of
W W II and Korea. His Army training
includes the , Basic, the Company Grade,
and the Advanced ·Cours,es at the U. S.
Army Chaplains .School now located at
Fort Hamilton, New York.

'

'Current vacancies for chaplains exist
ip. the Army National Guard and other
ReserVI'! units ·il) Arkansas for pastors
who want to take advantage of new and
CHAPLAIN Robert L. Browning, DaNang Air Base,, Vietnam, plays with children challenging OP-portunities to broaden
at China Beach Orphanage, DaNcvng. The toys were sent by concerned women in . their witness and service as ministers,
Florida. (Home Board Photo)
Chaplain Dorris stated.
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AIRBORNE chaplain typifies the preparedness of the military chaplain. He
is trained and ready to go anywhere,
anytime with the troops he serveswhether it be into comb·a t or peacetime
training. (HOME BOARD PHOTO)

JAMES CAMMACK, pastor of Snyder Memorial Church, Fayetteville, N. C:,
greets servicemen and theilr families after worship service. Churches near military installations find a fruitful ministry with servicemen and their families.
(Home Board. Photo)

The cover

CHAPLAIN S. A. Hamns greets wounded soldiers returrning from Vietnam,
Hickam Air Force Base, Honolulu, Oahu,
Hawaii.
FEBRUAKY 20, 1969

CHAPLAIN James M. Crutcher, right, explains plan of salvation to. soldier who
has made inquiry regarding his desire to aCC6'pt Christ as his Saviour. '(Home
Board Photo)
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T~e bookshelf--___;,-~-------tablish an Independent Nation in the
N-ew World (145{}-1783); The New NaDictionary of Quotations, collected the people, for all the people" into tion Gains ·.Respect at Home and Abroad
and arranged and with comments by . Lincoln's final for,m.
(1781-1815); Democratic Changes and
·Bergen Evans, Delacorte Press, 1968,
Territorial
Expansion Alter the United
Aside from the fact thlit it has many
$15
features t)lat no other collection has, .States (1815-1850); Sectional Differences -End in Civil War. (1850-1865);
No one "ever schooled himself by this dictionary of quotations includes · The Nation Binds up Its Wounds (1865hundreds
of
quotations
that
appear
no• reading aphorisms," says Dr. Evans, in
1884); Economic Change Transforms
his introduction to this valued store- where else. For, as :the compilex: states, the Nation (1865-1900); Politics and
the ·book is based "on its predecessors,"
hou!'l-e of sayings.
and "the ocompiler is indebted to every Foteign Policy Reflect the Growth of
"Aphorisms," says Evans, "ar~ more
book he ever read and every person he Industry (1880-1900); Americans Crusade at Hom~ and Abroad (1900-1918);
allied tQ pleasure than profit, material
ever knew."
The 1920's Bring ·P rosperity and Peril
or moral, and one of. the plea~ures they
This is an admirable book for every- (1919-1932); Franklin D. Roosevelt
offer is the watching of a phrase
change-sometimes for the better, one who likes this sort of thing. And· · Leads the Nation through Depression
s.ometimes for the worse-as it pas.s es I am h~re improving upon(?) Lin- and War (193•3-1945); and The United
coin's: "People who like this sort of States Exercises World Leadership
~hrough successive· pens."
thing will find this the t>ort of thing <l945~Today).
As an example of what he is talking they ·like," as reported on page 518, ...-----..:...:~------------,
al5out, he . cites Loeke's "life~ liberty, item 1 10 of Dr. Evans' book.-ELM
TIME OF
health. • . and the possession of outA lfistory of the United States,
ward things," which b~came Jeffrson's
CRISIS •••
"life liberty and the pursuit of happi- Teacher's Edition, Houghton' Mifflin,
1968
ness."
In more than 800 , pages, this beautiful, elaborately illustrated volume
starts with 14·50 and. carries through
to today. The materials are divided into
eleven teaching units: Europeans Es-

He traces Daniel Webster's "The people's government, made for the peaple,
made by the people, and answerable to
the people" through .Theodore Parker's
"government of all the PEl!JPle, by all

Baptist beliefs
TIME
OF NEED

The second coming of Christ
P~tor.

BY HERSCHEL H. HOBBS
First Baptist Church, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Ptlflt president~ Southern Baptist Convention '
I

"Af\d· then shall they see the Son of man coming in a cloud with power and
great glory"-Luke 21:27
o

I

Beginnin~ with verse 25 through verse 31 Jesus answere~ the latter questi6n
there be when these things shall come to pass?"
found in v. 't, "What sign

'will

I

'

Preliminary signs will be disturbances in .the heavens, among nations, and in
nature (v. 25). Here Jesus us~ apocalyptic language to describe the conditions.
'Because of all· these things the hearts of worldly men shall be faint with fear
(v.26).
It is then that the Son of man will appear <v.27). Jesqs did not refer to time
but to -condition when this will take place. While there will be preliminary evidences, the sign itself will be the Lord's appearance for all to see.
I

Note that Jesus -used the third person plural-then shall "they" see. This
shows that Jesus did not. necessarily expect his return while the apostles still
lived. His second coming is always imminent. His fo\{owers should live in a state
of constant expectancy.
Whereas h1::. return will be one of fear ror an unbelieving world, it will be
one of joy for the fait}\ful <v.28). For \heir final rede!pption d:t;aws near. This
does not refer to regeneration. It means perhaps three things (1) Release from
the toils and. burdens of life. (2-) Vindication of their faith Jn Christ before unbeliever.s. (3) The resurrection of the body and the reward and glory of heaven.
At his return Christians will receive bodies suited for the conditions bf heaven.
The dead will be raised (Rom. 8:23-25), The living will be transformed (I Cor.
15:35-·57; I Thess. 4:14-18).
·The Ldrd did not t-ell us all that we wish to know about his return. But he did
tell us all that we }\eed to know. frhe fact is sure. The details we can leave to him.
.
.
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ATTENTION: HIGHLIGHT
, YOUR HOME MISSION
WEEK OF PRAYER WITH
" THIS NEW FILMSTRIP
The ·time is short for making plans
for the Week of Prayer March 2·9. Your Baptist Book Store has
this filmstrip which was prepared
by the Home Mission Board for
this special week. It is especially
suitable- for o Wednesday· evening
prayer services or Sunday services. 1
"TIME OF CRISIS. . . TIME OF
NEED" shQws the Home Mission
Board's involvement in ministries
which confront the spiritual needs
of our nation. It shows a relevant
approach to. the Christian Mini!!try i~ a changing society. The Crusade of the Americas and Project
5{)0 are also shown as a part of
this continuing program of work.

I

Don't put it off. ORDER TODAY
from your Baptist Book Store.
TIME 9F 'CRISIS .•• TIME OF
NEED Color, 8& frames, with
recording (22h)
$4.50
1

It\

BAPTIST .

jg BOOK STORE

Sf!Wtoe wid. a <:?4ud~ 014~
408 Spring Street Little Rdck 72201
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A.IllOCANSA.§
~1U'll'D~Olll§
Alcoholism may still be a big
problem in the V.nited States be·
cause too many of the temperance
groups •organized to combat it are
mostly battling .each· other. That
was among the findings of a task ·
force of the National Council of
Churches. The task force report
recognized that "real differences
do exist between groups," but de·
clared the differences would be
resolved "without destroying the
integrity of any group." It recommended that the member church·
es "join with one another and with
other organizations" in fighting
alcoholism, but fell short of proposing that the churches establish
an interdenominational body.
(Louisville COVRIER-JOURNAL,
Jan. 26, 1969)

A~kansas' 'prehistoric
,,

Jish

I •

\

\

The Year 2000-Just 31 Eartlisun . revolutions away-is likely to
be marked by a huge increase in
the h'urnan family. Evidence in- J
dicates that · the present world
population of about 3.5 billion
will have doubled by the time we
reach the 21st century. The
world's population has been increasing steadily for centuries,
but the growth rate is accelerating. Can Earth feed this quiclily
growing
number of p,eople?
Ernenging nations are in the throes
of· agricultural revolu~ion, fueled
by superproductive new hybrid
'
grain varieties ,developed by U. S.
foundations at research centers in
I c::t:
the Philippin,!!s and Mexico. Foodproduction experts in and out of
government now feel that tech·
no1ogy can .assume any nation
self-sufficiency. P11kistan, for ex·
THE STURGEON, Arkansas' prehistoric fish, is found in the state's l(lrger
ample, the world's sixth rn,ostst-reams. From its eu..us, caviar is made.
populous nation, was farnine•frantic and dependent on food help
from other nations just a few
Sturgeon's are among nature's strangest looking creatures. Most ,people have
years ago. Now it is virtually
never seen one even though they are fairly common, but not abl!lndant, in t11-e
self-sufficient. The food-produc- .
larger streams . of Ark~nsas.
tion problem is b;y no means
solved; but research advances
A sturgeon's tail, which is not symmetrical, and the bony plates that cover
have shown that it can be done.
its body mark it as a prehistoric fish. They are bottom feeders, sucking in food
(.Louisville COURI~R-JOURNAL,
through a tube-like mouth. Because of the mouth's location, a sturgeon probably
Jan. 26, 1969)
doesn't see what it is eating but this shouldn't matter since most of its food is
. microscopic organisms.
Mrs. Lyndon Johnson, 'in resignSome kinds of sturgeons may grow' to more than 100 pounds but are usually
ing as honorary chairman of Head
much smaller. A Russian species is ~aid to grow to 3,000 pounds.
Start, pled'ged that "Head Start
back horne is going to claim my
C"'viar is made frolll sturgeon eggs and at one time American sturgeons
free moments as it has always
were sought for this purpose. Today. most caviar is imported. Smoked sturgeon
claimed my heart." (Office of
is still considered a delicacy in some parts of the coup.try.
Economic Opportunity bulletin,
There are no game and fish regulations on sturgeons since they 1a,re. ,seldom
Fell. 10, 1969)
caught and there is no particular demand for: them~
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Children's n o o k - - - - - - - - - - - - ·The

,

K~ngaroo

Mix-up
BY MARY ELLEN .POURCHOT

Betsy's big kangaroo was brown and
had one glass eye mis~Jing. For as long
as Betsy could remember, they had
slept together. She loved Kanga at.
most as much as she loved her little.
brother Mike.
·
One morning Betsy thought she loved
Kanga even more than Mike. Her little
brother was grabbing , Kanga and
screaming, "Mine! Mine!"
"It is not!" yelled Betsy.

Mike wheezed. "Mine. She can't have
it."

Mike whispered hoarsely, "Betsy., I'm
not asleep.''

Mother frowned. ''I'm sorry, children.
I made a mistake. But I don't know
what to . do. Maybe you can find a way
to solve this problem, Betsy."

Betsy wished she could make Mike
feel better. Suddenly she had an i~ea.

, All that day Betsy· wondered what to
do. Mike was no help. He teased Betsy
by hiding Kanga. Mother said he was
just cross because he was catching a
cold.

"Children;" scolded Mother, coming
· That night Daddy put a whimpering
into the room. "What's wrong?"
Mike into his sleepers.. Mother started
Betsy sobbed. "Last night we showed -the vaporizer next to his crib to help
the baby-sitter our baby books. She him breathe more easily.
found a list of presents given to Mike
Betsy hurried into bed and snuggled
when he was born. She said Kanga was
against K'anga. She hid the toy under
given · to him.''
her covers when Mother and Da'ddy
"We didn't tell you, Betsy. You see, leaned over to kiss her good night.
it was given. to Mike. But he was so
tiny, he only wanted his bottl~not ' "Leave the door open," sniffed Mike.
stuffed toys. We let you put it on your
bed. Then after a while you started
Betsy thought about. how tiny Mike
sleeping with it, because you loved it looked in his sleepers. .She could hardly
'so."
remember when she was that small.

/

"Mike, would Kanga' help you go to
sleep-?"
"Mayl!e.''
Betsy slipped out of bed and placed
Kanga next to Mike's cheek.
"We can take turns," she to'ld him.'She crawled back into her bed and
lay for. a while staring at the shadows
on the . ceiling. She listened to Mike's
soft snoring. Perhaps he needed Kanga
more than she -did, since he was so lit·
tle. She blinked away a tear.

"I can try to s~eep without Kanga,"
she said to herseif. And after a while,
the room grew very quiet as Betsy fell
asleep, too.
(Sunday School Board Syndicate, all
rights reserved)
.

BIBLE CROS.SWORD P.UZZLE

ACJ;WSS
.,
1. High pri~st at the tiine of Ahaz (2 Kings 16 :10-i2)
5. First book of the New Testament
7. Descendants of Nethinim who returned from captivity
(Nehemiah 7:47) 8. Third .book of the New Testament
9. A person having great power and authority ·
(Genesis 19:18)
DOWN
2.. Daughter-in-law -of Naomi (Ruth 1:1-4)
3, Fourth book of the New Testament
· 4. A collection of hymns or sacred songs, many of them
composed by David
5. Second book of the New Testament
6. A name by which the Bible is sometimes called
(James 1 :22)
ANSWERS
p.rc M. '9 1J{.ruw ·g 'swrusd ·y. •uqor ·g 'qtna ·z : NM.Oa
p.ro'l '6 'a'l!n'l ·s 'u!s 'L. 'A\atmuw ·g 'qufpn 't :ssoa::nr
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------------;.-Sunday School lessons
Paul's- approach to witnessing

'L ife and Work
Februarr 23',

19~9

I Cor. 1:17-18; 2:1-8

BY C. W. BROCKWELL, E~Uel\tion Director,
Calvary Church, 'Nonh Little Rock

It is early morning and you stumble
half-awake to the front porch or lawn
to pick up the morning paper. You saw
the late news last night on television
but you wonder what has happened
while you slept. Immediately you unfold
the paper and stare at the headlines.
What headline would you like to ·see
most?

Soldiers Returning Home, or Cure
Found for Cancer, or maybe· Prices De·
cline. Good things, yes, but good news?
Certainly each of these are ·g ood-for
a season. Is there not something which
would always be exciting and good?
'
Yes! And it is all about Christ.
Consider the world of Paul's day.
Jewish religion was cold, formal, legalistic, cheerless, hopeless to many. Pagan
religions were superstitious, idolatrous,
sensual, and powerless. Moral life
throughout the vast Roman empire had
sunk to its lowest level. The "golden
age" was in the past, the future without promise of 'imrrovement.

Thla lesson treatment Ia ba'ed on the Life au
Wcwk Carrlcalam for Southern Jllaptlat Cbareh•
ea, eopyriaht by The Sunday School Board of
the Southern Baptlat Convention. All rlahte reeerved, Ueed. by permlaalon.

it happeped at work, at play, or at home:
God is always pleased when we share
Christ.

way. .

To prove that Paul had a strategy in
Corinth, one has only to look at his
goal. He said, "I didn't want you to get
all worked up over oratory. It is better
for you to rely on the power of Christ
and Him crucified."

Think about that for awhile. He didn't
go in there to make a name for himself; he went to share a Naine far
greater than his. He didn't go in there
to be elected to a community post; he
went to lead people to the true Ruler
of all creation.
Paul spoke with such zeal and enthusia.sm that people knew he wasn't
making it up. And he spoke in such
love they knew he wouldn't be giving
it up either.
People saw .Paul as being a bit odd
at best. They couldn't get over what
he had been and how he had changed.
This was the one thing they could never
explain without convicting themselves.

Many Corinthians believed vhat and
decided to follow Jesus. They felt right
away that Christ could do a much better
job of running their lives than they.
It's the audacity of the thing which
·g ets people. Here we are in .a world so
full of problems it just can't possibly
last much longer. Like an old innertube
when one leak is patched; three more
erupt. So we go about preaching the
gospel, telling people the solution is
Jesus Christ, an historical pauper df
2,000 years ago claimed by many to he
alive today. Get out and march, man!
Demonstrate or do something. ·That's the
only way to solve our problems. Change
the world! ,

Here's something else to think about.
We all know Paul was a well educated
man and could reason with the best of
Somewhat similar to our . day, isn't them (try understanding Ephesians, if
it? People go to church and starve for you doubt this). How then did he hapChristians will change tlie world and
spiritual food. Even the Christian world . pen to speak the common language to
are
doing so only because they have
is splintered so much that the q~estion the Corinthians ?
•· been changed within. Lost people are
most asked is "to what church do you
Paul had wisdom from God. :He realiz- not going to do it. They may ·alter the
belong" rather, than "to whom do you
ed
that a church needs the gospel to circumstances but they won't change a
belong?" And people continue doing almost anything, if someone isn't looking. grow on. Corinth was already a melting man's nature. ,.
pot for various religions and without
Church members are not going ·to do
Into such a ~ark night as this came C~ristians, everything would be lost.
• it either for they have just enough reChrist. ·
So God blessed Paul in Corinth. He spectability and religion to pretend a
"Wait a minute," you say, "if Christ took the simple gospel and brought change until a real test comes and they
came into such darkness, why does dark- forth abundant fruit. As you study this will l-ise up and do some of the ugliest
ness yet exist?"
lesson today, pause and thank God for things possible. Only Christians are
.g oing to make a difference. Only those
Whoever would pose a question like men iike Paul.
who are ' loyal to Jesus Christ will love
•this hasn't been alert to what's going
Very simply then, Paul's strategy was every man, win possess the right attion around him. 'The world is yet in a to share Christ. It didn't matter whether tude, will make the difference.
mess but a lot of individuals have
.
Oh yes, people killed Jesus but only
changed. Wherever there are people
17 For Christ sent me
because they couldn't . sj;and for Him to
loyal to Chris\ above all other ties, a
not.
to. baptize, but to
great deal of change has. taken place.
love them so. His life show!i!d up their
hypocrisy and emptiness. But Jesus
It did in Paul's day too.
·
preach the gospel: not
changed the world! He changed history,
with
wisdom
of
~ords,
Paul attended the First Baptist Church
He changed humanity. He changed
of Corinth when it was a baby. Growlest the cross of Christ everything. It .is an indisputable fact.
ing pains were everywhere evident.
should be made of ·none
Be loyal to Christ, for earth's sake I
Problems seemed insurmountable. Do
effect.
you know what Paul did? He preached
That is the sensible approach to wit·
Jesus Christ in. the simplest possible
nessing.

.
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When religion is vital

February 23, 1969
Mark 7:1-15

BY VESTER E. WOLBER
PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF RELIGION, OUACHITA UNIVERSITY

The seventh chapter in Mark's book
sets out a definite breach between the
traditional religion of Judaism and the.
new religion. which Jesus brought: it
marks a turning point in the public
ministry of Jesus.- rrhe verses selected
for this ' study draw sharp distinctions
between the old ceremonial religion and
the new spiritual and ethical religion.
Setting (7 :1,2)
:These discussions took place in Galilee where Jesus was teaching and healing. A delegation of Pharisees with some
Scrilies came to him from Jerusalem,
prol!ably having ·been sent to observe
his work and pa·s s judgment on its merits. The popularity of any religious
movement stirred the ire of Jerusalem's
religious leaders. The Fourth Gospel
tells of a similar delegation of priests
and Levites which had been sent from
Jerusalem a year or two earlier to evaluate the work of John the Baptisr(John 1 :19-28).

The Oatllnea of the International Bible ;t..aona for Christian Teachlna, Uniform Serlea,
are eopyrlahted by the Inter•ttoual CoiUldl
of ReU.Io1111 Education. Uaed. bJ' .,........_

some of his followers began ' t o break
away from the custom if their master
continued to observe it. Also, if we assume that he did observe it, there is
no way t o harmonize his practice with
his teaching in the following' verses.
Perhaps the Pharisees stood in awe of
Jesus and sensed that he was above
such ceremonial requirements and for
that reason they did not include him in
their charge.
The Lord's counter-charge: (7:6-13)
1

Now the issues are clearly drawn: his
critics were contending for a r.eligion
which emphasized ritual and de-emphasized morality and spirituality; Jesus
contended for religion which stressed
the moral and the spiritual with little
regard for the ceremonial elements in
religion.

a

1. Jesus observed that they were
What the Pharisees saw confirmed
that which they had already suspected- honoring God with their lips, but their
that the new movement disregarded the hearts were not in it. He found a senrituals of their religion. . They found tence in Isaiah which expressed his esthat some of Jesus' followers violated timate of them: their's was essentially
the tradition of washing their hands be- a surface and hypocritical religion which
fore eating their meals.
their hearts did not feel and their con•
duct did not express.
Pharisaical complaint (7 :3·5)
If
religion
is
to
be
vital
it cannot be
-1. Mar~ carefully explains why the
Pharisees found fault with them. In a compartmentalized: it must immerse
author one's whole being so as to be given exparenthetical
insertion, the
states that the Pharisees, and, indeed, pression in his emotions, his thoughts,
all Jews, always washed their hands be- his evaluation of things, and in his before eating. The practice was not ob- havior. The weakness of pharisaical reserved in the interest of sanitation but ligion is that it is all form and has no
substance. A Pharisee in any generation
for purposes of ceremonial cleansing.
is like an inflated balloon: that which
In a similar manner ·the Pharisees is on the inside is exactly like that
purified themselves after returning which is on the outside, except that it
from a . public gathering such as is under more pressure. Vital religion
the market place where they might makes one different in his essential
have contaminated themselves religious- ' being.
ly by accidental close proximity to ·a
2. Jesus charged them with giving
gentile or public sinner.
priority to· the traditional law over the
2. The Pharisees wanted to know written law. They taught for doctrines
why the disciples disregarded the tra- the precepts of men . and held fast to
ditions. Their question to Jesus raises
s.ome more questions with ' us. (1) Did
15 There is nothing
Jesus wash his •h ands ceremonially befrom
without a man, that
tore eating? (2) If he did, why did
some of his disciples begin to ignore
entering into him can de· the ritual? (.S) If he did not wash them,
file.him: but the things
why was he not included in their
which
come ou~ of him,
charge?
There are good reasons for concluding that the Lord did not observe the
tradition. It is difficult to explain why
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those are they that ·defile the man.

the traditions of men.
.The scribes and Ph~risees Imd taught
their people to accept two sources of
religious authority: the written law of
Moses and the oral, traditional law. But
in the statements under consideration;
Jesus showed them that these two authorit ies were in conflict: t raditional law
contradicted written law by circumventing it and nullifying it.
··
In t he following para graph (9-13) he
cites a case which exemplifies ·both of
his charges. rrhe written law commands
that one honor ·his parents, but the oral
law provided a means of evading this
responsibilit~. A ma;n might declare
that his possessions were dedicated to
God-"Corban"- and could not be used
to meet family responsibilities. Those
who followed the circuitous route of
traditional evasion were paying lip-service to God and were not morally earn-\
est in heart, and they were violating
the clear intents of t he law of Moses.
The Lord said that they made void the
"word of God." Jesus did not admit that
the oral law was the word of God.
Spiritual contamination
Having called up, the crowd .again,
Jesus taught them that they could not
be defiled by eating. "There is nothing
outside a man which by going into him
can defile him; but the 'things which
come out of a man are what defile him." The spiritual heart cannot be
contaminated by physical food. Mark inserts another parenth,etical explanation,
"Thus he declared all food clean." There
may be good reasons why pork should
not be eaten, but spiritual defilement
is not one of them-not since Jesus.

.

There is nothing from the physical environment which can enter the body and
defile it spiritually: it is defiled rather
by the thought s, desires, motives, and
deeds which give expression to the true
state of the heart. The Russian Mennonite group ,g ot hung up· on a .too literal interpretation of Jesus' words when
they concluded that the habit of smoking was worse than drinking because it
is "that which comes out of the mouth
that defiles a man."·
In biblical literature the term "heart"
referred to the total, non-physical part
of man- mind, will, emotions, and moral
nature. The wisdom literature of the
Old Testament urged men to keep the
heart with full ·diligence, for out of it
are the issues of life.
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"Baptists Who Know,. Care"
Every member in your
church will be informed if
they receive " the Arkansas
Baptist Newsmagazirte paid
through the church budget.
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Choral Director .. Zondervan
Now Offers You On Location
Custom Recording
At a Price You Won't
Believe!
We will come to your• Church or
School with the newest, most modern l'ecording equipment to be
found anywhere. Finished prodnet, including beautiful personalized label and jacket delivered to
you in a matter of weeks.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
WRITE
Singcord Corporation, RCA Bldg.
Suite 206, 17th Ave., So.
Nashville, Tennessee '37203
Phone: 244-0872 (Area 615)
We Can Also Record Orchestras
. And Bandlj
All Recordings Produced By • . ,
Jack Day, Vice President and
General Manager

one place construction. Easily
Economical. 5 si:les. Also, Ga1
Electric Water Heaters, Fiberglass Spires,
Croues & "Beauty Glau" for Window1.

LITTLE GIANT MANUFACTURING CO.
P 0 BOX 518 I 907 SEVENTH STREET I ORANGE, TEXAS ltrnf

LIKE :SWEET ONIONS? NEW
BLUE 'RIBB<)N ASSORTMENT
600 SWEET ONION PLANTS
with free planting guide $3.60
postpaid fresh· from Texas Onion
Plimt Company, "honte of the
sweet onion," Farmersville, Texas
75031
FEBRUARY 20, 1969

A Smile or Two

Attendance llteport
February 9, 1989
SundayTralninll' Ch.
Church
School Union Addna.
Alexander, First
62
29
Alicia
62
52
Arkadelphia, Shiloh
21
10
Berryville, First
162
72
Freeman Heights
186
44
4
Camden, Firat
466
1fr8
Hillsiqe
117
43
Cherokee VIllage
70
44
2
Crossett, Mt. Olive
265
186
Dumas, Firat
269
. 50
El Dorado, CaledO!I'ia
87
26
64
Ebenez'er
1'00
8
Victory
79
44
1
Forrest City, First
686
150
Ft. Smith, First
1,076
811
Gentry, First
11211
68
2
Green Fo'r est, First
18.7
81
6
Greenwood, First
248
90
Harrison, Eagle Heights _, 201
61
Hicks
ao
26
486
14IL
Hope, First
Hot Springs, Emmanuel
48
3i.
Grand Avenue
1·8ll
82
Lakeside
166
66
Jacksonville, Bayou Meto
118
51
Bere~
99
Firat
'68
151
8
Second
210
70
1
Jone~boro, Central
41~
169
4
Nettleton
261
88
Little Rock, Crystal Hill
216
84
681
Geyer Springs, First
246
'Life Line
6<14
161
Reynolds Memorial
124
70
Rosedale
216
81
Magnolia, Central
624
21<1
8
Immanuel
'
94
90
Man.:la, First
144
Marked Tree, First
136
50
· Neiswander
96
46
Monticello, Northside
102
71
2
Second
292
128
Mountain Pine
126
61
North Little Rock, Baring Cross
199
641
Southside Chapel
27
20
2
Calvary
467
145
1
Central
267
120
Forty•Seventh Street
196
100
Gravel Ridge Firat
167
102
Levy
461
110
Sixteenth Street
48
29
Sylvan Hills First
266
89
Paragould, East Side
296
186
Puis, Fl~t
M1
Pine Bluff, Centennial
249
109
Fi~t
827
144
Green Meadows
70
36
Second
192
94
Watson Chapel
212
84
Pocahontas, Shannon
1fr8
53 '
Sprlhgdale, Berry Street
84
49
Elmdale
362
88
3
F:rst
891
187
1
Oak Grove
60
40
Trumann, Corner's Chapel
79
66
1
Van Buren, First
376
165
2
Jesse Turn'er Mlssi<Y.l
17
Chapel
41
Vandervoort, First
64
88
107
Walnut Ridge, First
296
Warren, First
426
166
Southside .Mission
86
77
68
Westside
84
West Memphis, Calvary
293
134
8
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IF there's one thing I' can't stand
it's a fellow wko is always hCYr.sing
a'TlOund in clCUJs.
-ARK-E-OLOGY by (}(!ne Herrington

Fun-time
A real-estate salesman spent all
day Sunday showing a young,cou·ple model homes .. "And here," said
the salesman, weary at the 11th
home, "is the hobby room. Do you
folks have any hobbies?"
"Oh, yes/' replied the wife, "we
look at model homes on Sundays."

Tl1at' s life

I

The children were at camp and
their parents were having a quiet
Sunday breakfast.
I

:'Gosh, I miss them, already," the
mother sniffled.
·
"Me, too," the father ret~rted.'
"Why don't you knock my coffee
over and rub jam in my hair?"

Simple question·
A telephone installer was "(orking in one of those · ultra-modern
buildings without windbws .. When
he finished he couldn't' find his
way out.
Finally he reached an office
where a woman was typing.
"How do I get outside?" he inquired.
Without looking up from her
typewriter, .she replied, "Dial 9."

'

~·

We specialize in CHlJRCH photography. AU types of CHURCH groups:
Sunday · School classes, choirs, dedications,
rnemori,als·,
outings,
family
groups. Living color or black & white,
reasonable prices.'
Priest Photo Service
No. 2 Narragansett Place
North Little Rock, Ark. 72116
Phone TE 5-5595

From Missouri
Clerk: "What do you want for a
dime-the earth with a white
fence around it?"
Little Girl: "Let me see it,
please."

·I

Bible Lands and Europe Tour
Lv. July 16.1$897 for 16 days (8 countries)
$1090 for 22 days (9 countries). Experlen~ed
Toal' Leader. Special Feature~~.
Write today: Dr. ' Cecil Nutley, Oaathlta
Baptist University, Arkadelphia, Ark.
71928
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In the world of

religion----~------Boycott thawing
at bi-racial farm

Swedish pastors favor merger talks
Pastors in the Baptist Union of Sweden indicated in a .Poll that they are
overwhelmingly in favor of free church
merger. They differ, however, on how
to bring the merger about. '
Of 187 pastors asked their personal
opinions, 151 .favored the merger, while
25 were opposed and ,11 declined to reply. The 151 pro-merger pastors were
then asked to indicate more detailed reactions.

More than a third (56} would combine some phases of work immediately
in readiness for a ' full merger later.
Forty-two would like more investigation and more information before fur- ·
ther commitment; they favor merger in
principle. The · other 35 are unconditionally for a merger under whatever

AMERICUS, Ga.-The Sumter
County Ku Klux Klan in 1942
warned ,Dr. Clarence Jordan that
"We don't let the sun set on you
people who eat with niggers."

terms.
In October, leaders of one of the
largest free church denominations in
Sweden proposed the mereer. They
named eight denominations which it
should include, and three of the eight
_are Baptist groups.
The two largest are the Swedish Missionary Union (!Congregational}, whose
general secretary and president proposed the merger, and the Pentecostals.
Each has about 90,000 members.

.,

The three Baptist groups are the Baptist Union, with 27,000; the Orebro
Mission, with 19,000, and the Union of
Free Baptists, with 4,000. In all, the
eight groups have · 2450,000 to 300,000
members., (EBPS}
·

Christian unity big cities need
NEW YORK- {)hristian unity is · especially urgent in facing the problems
of the cities and in overcoming international tensions, Dr. John C. Bennett- ~
told Week of Prayer for !Christian Unity
worshipers at the Episcopal Cathedral of
St. John the Divine here.
The. president of Union Theological
Seminary was the principal speaker at
a service sponsored by Protestant and
Roman Catholic churches in Morningside
Heights.

To meet the needs of moder~ metropolitan areas, Dr. Bennett said, Christians must overcome both denominational
divisions and excessive autonomy of tocal congregations.
He called for a pooling of resources
· and abandoning. a situation in which
''each local church is almost a law unto
itself." The seminary president said that
the loss of 1 many young people to the
churches is due to structural rigidities
and unwillingness to move to meet human needs. (EP)

Family Bibles used in Nixon ceremony
WASHINGTON, D. {).-When Dwight
Eisenhower was inaugurated the second
time, in 1957, he brought along a family Bible upon which he placed his hand,
affirming he would "faithfully execute
the office of President of the United
States and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution of the United States."
When Richard M. Nixon took the
oath 12 ye_ar.s later he did what each

President bas done since Gen. Eisenhower's inaugural-used a family Bible.

The sneer came one month afte; Dr. Jordan founded the ex·perimental Koinonia Farm where
half a dozen families began living
together on 1,400 acres. They
shared their wealth and labors
and made it their policy to "do
bu!)iness with God."
Koinonia, Greek for "togetherness," has survived shootings, fire
bombin~s, ,and cross-burnings. One
of the worst Klan attacks came
in 1957 when 93 carloads of hooded
Sumter r -Gounty residents
the
community
poured
onto
g:rounds in a show of strength,
Jordan still refused to sell out
and the terror went on.
, Just recent~y Koinonia got its
first shipment of eggs from local
producers in 12 years and a Sumter County s~rvice station sold
them gasoline for the first time
since 1956.
The ,boycott is beginning to
thaw, J01;dan says. Koinonia specializes in the growing of pecans
and hall 13,000 customers around
the world, ·but not one in Americus.
The yellowed sign that once
signalletl "Koinonia Farm" has
been repla_ced with a new one that
is not riddled with bullets. (EP)

Mr. Nixon used two , Bibles, . one
held on top of the other-and opened
to Isaiah 2 :4 by his wife, Pat.

The invitation grew out of a pilot
crusade program conducted by Dr. Haggai in. Beirut· last June.
Dr. Audeh is chairman of the spon-

=:a;::!!

The Nixon Bibles belo~ged ' to his ' •
great-grandparents, Joshua and EHz,.
beth Milhous. Each Bible is considerably more than 100 years old. (EP} ·

soring committee. He is assisted by .IDr. .
Fuad Bahnan, pastor of the National
Evangelical '{)burch, who is ·secretary of
the committee.
· ·
In accepting the invitation, Haggai
said he was moved by the fact that
this open doo_r . for evangelism still
exists and felt particularly challenged
by the fact · that a previous crusade had
received "such an enthusiastic response
throughout the Christian community of
Beirut."
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Haggai to . conduct _Near East revival
Dr. Farid Audeh, president of the National Evangelical Union of Lebanon
has invited Evangeli!'lt Dr. John Hag~
gai, Atlanta, to conduct a· city-wide
evangelistic crusade in Lebanon's capital city of Beirut beginning April 26
_and continuing th:r;ough May 111.
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